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- While the Company faced COVID-19 pandemic impacts, mainly affecting the 
Metrology business, SPE business remained firm.

- Year-end dividend will be 62JPY per share (please refer to news release today).



- Sales amount exceeded previous forecast, and supported OP margin 
improvement.

- Bookings amount recorded historical high.

- In 4Q, OP margin was 23% thanks to increase in sales.



- Both manufacturing and shipments proceeded as planned, therefore, 4Q sales 
was the highest amount ever, and OP has also increased.



- 4Q Bookings beat the Company’s estimate (20+ BJPY) and recorded historical 
high sequentially.

- Around a half of 4Q booking was from China, and demand for logic devices and 
electric components were bullish.



- The composition ratio in FY2021/3 were︓
Sales (left): 
60% + Low single digit %  for Probers, 
and 30%+High single digit% for assembly machines (Dicers, Grinders).
Bookings (right): 
50% + HSD% for Probers, and  40%+LSD% for assembly machines

- Composition of Assembly machines increased through penetration to electric 
components (mainly in Grinders) and to China (mainly in Dicers).



- FY2021/3 exceeded sales forecasts but nonetheless declined YoY due to         
COVID-19 pandemic.

- Bookings trend bottomed out in 2Q, and OP margin improved to two-digit % in 
4Q.



- Sales increased stepwise from 1Q.



- 4Q booking increased slightly from 3Q.

- Orders bottomed out in 2Q and are on a gradual recovery trend.



- The composition of both Sales and Booking in FY2021/3 were 60% for 
Measuring instruments, 40% for Automatic gauges and Battery testing systems.



- Total Assets as of Mar/2021 was 161.6B (+15.0B from Mar/2020)

- Equity ratio came to 71.4%, Interest-bearing debt was 7.6B.



- Cash Flow (CF) in FY2021/3 
from Operating: +22.1B,
from Investing:  -5.2B
Free Cash Flow (FCF) came to +16.9B
from Financing Activities: - 8.3B mainly due to dividend payments 

and repurchase of treasury shares.

- Closing cash balance amounted to 43.6B.



- The Company announced on March 15th findings of misconducts confirmed at a 
Tosei Engineering (subsidiary company, TSE) and recurrence prevention 
measures.

- The measures are mainly focused on strengthening governance structures at 
Tosei Engineering, strengthening communication between/among the parent 
company and subsidiaries, and ensuring all employees understand the 
“Compliance first” policy.

- The Group will periodically update status of progress toward implementing this 
strategy.





- The Company announced quantitative targets in May, 2018.

- Long-term: To maintain over 10% of ROE.
Mid-term: To achieve OP of ¥22.0B (Aim to achieve in both cycles of sales  

expansion and OP ratio improvement.

- Once it was targeted by FY2020/3, however, the Company extended it one year 
due to uncertainty and discontinuity in the market arisen from COVID-19.



- Our corporate strategy has no change, and is shown above. 

- Technology: Strengthen product competitiveness, Expand target markets

- Production: Expand production capacity, Effectiveness improvement

- Profit ratio improvement : Promote information sharing, Sales expansion of 
service and consumables

- And promote ESG activities to improve corporate value as a basis for sustainable 
growth



- Sales and Profit exposure per segment and strategies to achieve aforementioned 
target is shown above.

- Target OP margins are 20% in both business segments.
Original Sales exposure plan was 2/3 from SPE, and 1/3 from Metrology.
Now, SPE business growth covers weakened Metrology business. 



- Mid-term business plan summary for FY2021/3

- Quantitative : The group’s sales and profit increased even though the Metrology 
business weakened thanks to SPE business increase.

- Technology: Promoted various new products such as Grinders for Electric 
components, New Probers, and Customized measuring system for specific-
measuring use.

- Production: Capacity expanded, and applied Metrology’s manufacturing area for 
SPE.

- Profit ratio︓ Improved mainly in SPE, thanks to higher utilization and 
consumable parts sales. 



- The Company will continue mid-term plan into this year, because sales are within 
the range within amounts originally set out.

- The key point to achieve the target is how to expand our capacity by any means. 
The Company will take all available actions.



- Capacity expansion (SPE, Upper-left) : Originally the Company proceeded with 
the Hino (Hino-city, Tokyo) Plant project expected to be ready by FY2023/3, 
however, the start of construction was delayed by regulatory environmental 
assessments. Therefore,  the Company commenced an alternate new project to 
construct a plant earlier in Hanno (Hanno-city, Saitama, Japan) Plant project by 
FY2023/3 rather than Hino.

- Capacity expansion (Metrology, Upper-right) : New MI plant opened in May 
2020. Now this plant working also for SPE manufacturing.

- Apps. Center (Lower-middle) : Taiwan application center opened in March 2021.



- R&D:  Target ratio of 10% on sales  
FY2021/3 result 7.2B, FY2022/3 estimate 8.0B

- Capex:  Over 20.0B yen capex within several years for SPE capacity expansion
FY2021/3 result 6.0B, FY2022/3 estimate 8.3B

- Depreciation: FY2021/3 result 3.5B, FY2022/3 plan 3.7B



- Our involvement with stakeholders and Materiality to realize a sustainable society 
are shown above.

- Environment: Eco-Products and Eco-friendly factory

- Social:  Provide value, enhance supply chain, 
realize rewarding workplace amid diversified employees

- Governance: Strengthen management base and compliance systems



- ESG activities’ summary for FY2021/3 is as shown above.

- The Company and group will progress necessary actions to contribute to a 
sustainable society.



- Premises of the Company’s next mid term plan which is to be established after 
the current mid-term plan is “Society 5.0”, after 4.0 (generally called information 
era), that all humans and things are connected by a fusion of virtual and physical 
reality.

- All Technologies shown are correspondent with Semiconductors. Therefore, a 
drastic growth in Semiconductor market (both price and units) is very likely.



- Semiconductors and Electrical components will be products that are required 
more for output to the market with lower costs than today.

- In addition, due to limitations in Semiconductor front-end manufacturing, the 
importance of back-end will become bigger both in productivity and functions.

- Upon premises shown above, the Company will define target and KPIs through 
keeping on strengthening R&D to unveil new products with core technologies of 
“Precision positioning” and “Accurate Sensing” to the market, and simultaneously 
increasing manufacturing capacity.



- The Company anticipates measuring demand related to ICE (Internal Combustive 
Engine) will gradually decrease.

- Instead, measuring demand will shift toward battery and powertrain (which is 
assembly with complex and accurate parts) where demand will rapidly grow.

- In addition, the Company’s will focus on Non-automobile and/or emerging 
industries such as Semiconductor, Aircraft, and Medical to enlarge potential 
market. Also proceed with creating new measuring solutions such as with an 
integration with SPE.
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- Premises of FY2021/3 Forecasts can be summarized as “Bullish SPE market”, 
“Gradual recovery in Metrology market”, “ and “High utilization in our plants”.

- In SPE, while the Company anticipates that an adjustment is likely (to reduce 
booking amount HoH), but expects to maintain a high level than before.

- In Metrology, manufacturing industry is under recovery. The Company will 
accelerate business performance recovery also with expansion of sales to 
Semiconductor, NEV, and Medical industries.



- FY2022/3 forecast, in a range of mid-team plan: Sales 118.0B, OP 22.0B, 
Recurring profit 22.0B, and Net profit 15.2B

- Per Segment: SPE sales 92.0B,  Metrology Sales 26.0B

- FY2022/3 dividend per share is projected 130 Yen (YoY +26Yen)



- Anticipate FY2022/3 1H orders decline from FY2021/3 2H (historical peak),   
but maintain high levels.

- Outlook of product composition ratio for FY2022/3 1H:
Sales: 60% for probers, 40% for assembly machines      
Orders: 50% + HSD%  for probers, 40% + LSD% for assembly machines.



- Anticipate FY2022/3 1H orders to consecutively increase.

- Outlook of product composition both Sales and Orders for FY2022/3 1H is mid 
60% for Measuring Instruments, and mid 30% for SUM of Automatic Gauges 
and Battery Testing systems.


















